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Abstract

Multiple-model speech recognizer has been shown to be quite successful in noisy speech recognition. However, its performance 

has usually been testa! using the general speech front-ends which do not incorporate any noise ad^tive algorithms. For the accurate 

evaluation of the effectiveness of the m미tiple・mod연 frame in noisy speech recognition, we used the state-of-the-art front-ends and 

compared ite perfonmnce with the well-known multi-style training method. In addition, we improved the multiple-nxxiel speech 

recognizer by enploying N-best reference HMMs for interpolation and using multiple SNR levefe for training each of flie reference 

HMM.
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I. Introduction

Various research effort도 have been made for the 

noise-robust speech recognition like speech f으ature 

extraction, speech enhanc얀merit and model para- 

met연r compensation [1~3]. These approach은s are 

used independently or combined with each other to 

improve the performance of the speech recognizer 

under noisy environments.

As a different approach to those conventional 

methods, the multiple-model based speech 

recognizer has been proposed recently 헤id shown 

quite successful results [4]. In the method, multiple 

acoustic models corresponding to various noise 

types and SNR levels are obtained during the 

training and the trained acoustic models are used
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altogether in the testing. This approach is contrary 

to the conventional methods where a single acoustic 

model corresponding to clean speech is used.

The real situation where the speech recognizer 

operates include various noisy environments and 

the distributed speech recognition (DSR) is thought 

to be one of the most representative noisy con

ditions. European '「elecomm나nications Standards 

Institute (ETSI) has developed two standards for 

the DSR front-ends. The first standard is called FE. 

It is a basic version and specifies a feature 

extraction scheme based on the widely used mel 

frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [5]. As th윤 

FE standard did not show successful results in noisy 

environments, the ETSI has proposed the second 

standard called AFE which iri시tides some noise 

adaptive algorithms [6],

In the previous research [4], the multiple—mod긔 

bas은d speech recognizer has shown superior 

performance compared with the popular the Multi— 
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style TRaining (MTR) approach. However, the 

evaluation was done using the FE front-end instead 

of the more noiseLrobust front end, AFE. In this 

paper, we will eval냐ate the effectiveness of the 

multipl은*"mod이 framework 나sing th언 AFE front-end 

and compare its performance with the MTR method. 

We al 융。 propose methods to improve th 안 

performance of th른 multiple-model based speech 

recognizer. In the previous work, only one acoustic 

model which is most similar to the input noisy speech 

is s야1 연cted for r연cognition but there are always som안 

errors in this process due to the inaccurate SNR 

estimation and 원ven the most similar acoustic model 

will not exactly match to the input noisy speech due 

to th안 noise signal variability. To overcome this 

problem with the multiple-model based recognizer, 

we propose to s엉N most similar acoustic models 

and use them all together in recognition. Also, the 

SNR range for each acoustic model is extended to 

generate more robust acoustic models during 

training.

II. Multiple-model based speech 

recognizer

2.1. Improved M니tiple-Model Based Speech 

Recognizer.
In the multiple-model based speech recognizer, 

multiple ref원『얀HMMs are trained using noisy 

speech corresponding to various noise types and 

SNR levels and one reference HMM which is most 

similar to the testing noisy speech is chosen as the 

acoustic model for recognition. This approach is 

advantageous over the conventional method using a 

single reference HMM because it can improv언 

robustness against various noise characteristics.

In this paper, we modified the structure of the 

multiple-model based speech recognizer and its 

architecture is shown in Fig. 1. First, the nois안 signal 

extracted from the testing noisy speech is used to 

measure the similarity of the testing noisy speech to 

the reference HMMs 건nd the most similar N 

reference HMMs are selected and they are 

interpolated for improved recognition performance. 

The interpolation can compensate for the errors in 

the selection process and the robustness of the 

recognizer is generally improved by 냐sin£ multiple 

acoustic models. Wh윤□ the probability density 

functions (PDFs) of the N most similar reference 

HMMs are given by ? = 1,--^, the interpolated 

PDF f(。)is defined as follows.

/■(。)=刃"(。) ⑴

i =，: 1

where O is the observation vector and 

01^3 = 1,...,7V are the interpolation weights.

1
In this paper, % =飞时=如''«刑 are used to 

equally weight all the PDFs of the N reference 

HMMs. We experimented with assigning a distinct 

weight to each reference HMM but no significant 

performance improvement was observed. Single 

mode Gaussian models (SGMs) are estimated for 

each noise type and SNR level during the training. 

The 언stimat@d SGMs ar안 used in s이안cting th쓴 N 

most similar reference HMMs. The SGM for the 

D-dimensional noise vector n with mean vector 庄 

and covariance matrix E is given as follows.

Fig. 3. The architMtur양 of the modified m비tipbmod이 speech 

recognizer.
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Given the noise vectors, we can estimate the mean 

vector p and covariance matrix £ by the 

expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm.

In recognition, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distan

ces between the Gaussian PDF of the testing noise 

signal and the SGMs are calculated and tho오e N 

SGMs with the smallest KL distance옹 are determined 

and their corresponding N reference HMMs are 

chosen as the acoustic models for recognition in the 

multiple-model based speech recognizer.

The KL distance (KLD) between two Gaussian 

PDFs 、N抑财is defined as follows [8].

]D
5网）=宓

（，i）q S）厂（妇y （（功）藝 
wJ ―旧兀—R瓦

(3)

wher운 and £%a are the i-~th diagonal com

ponents of the covariance matrices and 如 and 瞄 

are the i-th components of the mean vectors.

As a second approach for the performance 

improvement of the multiple-model based speech 

recognizer, we used multiple SNR levels for training 

each of the reference HMM. Although a sin이e SNR 

level is usually assigned to 은ach reference HMM for 

more discriminative acoustic models, we improved 

robustness against the s&ction errors and noise 

variability by employing multiple SNR levels in the 

training.

2.2. Standards for the DSR front-ends
ETSI proposed two standard front-ends for the 

DSR speech recognition. The first standard ES 201 

108 which was published in 2000 consists of two 

separate parts, feature extractio교 and encoding [5]. 

The widely 냐sed MFCC is generated in the feature 

extraction part while channel encoding for trans

mission is done in the encodin용 part. In this paper, 

we implemented only th운 feature extraction part as 

our concern is on the noise robustness of the 

front-ends. We call the first standard as FE and its 

block diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

The feature extraction part includes the compen

sation of the constant 1 얀v시 offs얀L the pre-emphasis 

of high frequency components, th얀 calculation of the 

spectrum magnitude, the bank of mel-scale filters, 

the logarithmic transform and finally the calculation 

of the discrete cosine transform. For ev우ry frame, 

a 14 dimensional feature vector consisting of 13 

cepstral coefficients and a log energy is generated.

The FE front-end is known to perform inade

quately under noisy conditions. Thus, a noise robust 

version of the front-end was proposed in 2002 [6]. 

This version called Advanced Front-End (AFE) is 

known to provide a 53 (%) reduction in error rates 

on the connected digits recognition task compared to 

the FE standard [7].

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the AFE 

front-end. Wiener filter based noise reduction, voice 

activity detection (VAD); waveform processing im

proving th운 overall SNR and blind equalization for 

compensating the convolutional distortion are added 

in order to improve the recognition rates.

The multiple-model based speech recognizer has 

shown improved results compared with the previous 

noise-robust methods like the MTR when they use 

the FE. However, for the accurate comparison, it is

티0 2. Bl淑 diagram of the AFE
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Feature Extraction

Fig. 3. Bl(力k diagram of the AFE.

necessary to compare the recognition rates when 

they us안 the AFE as the basic front-end b안cans© the 

AFE generally performs better than the FE in noisy 

conditions. Thus, in this paper, we 전vahia坨d the 

performance of the multiple-model speech weco흥一 

nizer using the AFE and proposed some methods to 

improve the recognition rates of the multiple-model 

b겨s앗d speech recognizer.

Ill, Experiments and Results

3,1. Databases and Recognition system
We used the Aurora 2 database for the experi

ments. There are two kinds of training approaches 

for the Aurora 2 database. The first one called 

CLEAN uses only dean speech not contaminated 

with any kinds of noises to train the HMM models. 

The second training method called MTR uses both 

clean and noisy speech signals which are conta

minated by various kinds (subway, car, exhibition, 

babble) of noises at several SNR levels. The 

recognition experiments were conducted for Set A 

(including 4 known types of additive noise： subway, 

car, exhibition, babble), set B (including 4 냐nknown 

types of additive noise； restaurant, street, airport, 

train) and set C (including one known and one 

unknown type of noises with convolutional noises).

The AFE was used for the feature extraction. 

From the original feature vectors, 13-th order 

feature vectors which consist of 12-th order MFCCs 

without O-th cepstral component and the log energy 

are generated as the basic feat냐re vectors and their 

delta and acceleration coefficients are added to 

construct a 39-dimensional feature vector for each 

frame.

The HMM for 은aeh digit consists of 16 states with 

3 Gaussian mixtures for each state. Silence is also 

modeled by a 3 state HMM with 6 Gaussian mixtures 

in each state [9]. The approximate Baum~Welch 

algorithm was used to obtain the acoustic models.

32 Experimental Results
To compare the performance of the FE and AFE 

in noisy speech recognition, we show the word error 

rates (WERs) when the acoustic models are trained 

by CLEAN and MTR method.

As we can see in Table 1, the average word error 

rate (WER) with the FE was 38.78 (%) in CLEAN 

training mode while the WER with the AFE was 

14.37 (%), which means that th안 AFE reduces the 

WER by 63(%) in CLEAN training mode. For the 

case of MTR training, we can also see that the AFE 

reduces the WER by about 35 (%) compared with the 

FE. From these results, we can conclud언 that the 

AFE performs much better both in the CLEAN and 
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MTR training mode on the Aurora 2 database. This 

also means that the previous research which 

demonstrated the superiority of the multiple—mod이 

based recognizer using the FE should be re- 

욨vahia坨d using the AFE.

In Table 2, we show the WERs of 난圮 multi

ple-model based recognizer using th은 AFE as the 

numb욘r of interpolated PDFs in (1) varies. The 

conventional multiple-model based recognizer 

corresponds to the case of N=l. Comparing with the 

results in Table 1, we can see that the conventional 

multiple-model based speech recogniz은r performs 

worse than the MTR method. This is because the use 

of various types of noise signals in the MTR method 

improves significantly its rob니st長ess against un

known types of noise signals. This resulted in the 

large difference in recognition rates for set B and 

consequently the inferior average recognition rate of 

the multiple-model based speech recogniz냔"41. As 

we increase the number of interpolated PDFs, some 

performance improvement is observed. We could 

obtain the best performance when N=4 with the 

WER of 10.71 (%) reducing the WER of the 

conventional method by about 3 (%) .The decrease in

Table 1. Perforrance com^rison betv^n the AFE and FE 

(WER (%)).

fffjjfjJront-end
Training rr喊福 FE ME

CLEAN

set A 37.43 13.67

set B 4294 14.58

s였 C 33.08 15.36

평균 38.75 14.37

MTR

S成A 12.55 8.51

瀚B 1371 8.94

set C 17.03 9.83

Av苗age 13.91 8.95

Table 2. The performance of the multiple-mod^ ba%d recog

nizer using 臨 AFE (WER (%)).

NuiTtoer of interrx)lated 

HM4s (N)
set A set B set C Ave.

1 9.28 13.24 9.95 11.(X)

2 9.16 13.21 9.49 10.85

4 9.17 13.15 8.92 1071

6 9.18 13.32 8.8 10.76

the WER mainly comes from Set C where a 10 (%) 

error rate reduction is achieved. The improvement 

may have come from reducing the negative effect of 

errors in finding the most similar refer근nee HMM 

using the KL distance. Also, the variability of th은 

noise signal in the testing noisy speech may have 

been more efficiently compensated by using multiple 

acoustic models in recognition.

In addition to the interpolation approach, we also 

tried to improve the performance of the multiple

model bas은d speech recognizer by using midtipl였 

SNR levels for training each of the reference HMM. 

In Table 3, we show the two cases of merging SNR 

levels called SNRMERG, SNRMER2.

In the conventional method, the reference HMM 

was constructed for each SNR level (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 

25, 30 dB) independently while the SNRMERG 

method merged 0 and 5, 10 and 15, 20 and 25 to 

construct the reference HMMs reducing the number 

of reference HMMs for each noise type from 7 to 4. 

While SNRMERG2 method is similar to SNRMERG, it 

allows overlap in SNR levels among different 

reference HMMs.

In Table 4, w운 compared the performance of the 

proposed SNRMERG and SNRMERG2 method.

As w은 can see in Table 4, the overall recognition 

rates of th욘 SNRMERG and SNRMERG2 are b은ttar 

than the conventional method. In Table2, the 

convention혀］ method had the WER of 11.0 (%) when 

N=1 while 나蛇 SNRMERG and SNMERG2 had the 

WERs of 10.80 (%) and 10.54 (%) respectively. 

Also, the recognition rate of the SNRMERG improves 

furth얀!" by increasing the number of interpolated

Table 3. The SNR levels for each noise ty肉 and the resulting 

number of reference HMMs for each noise type.

Con^ntional 

hfethod
SNRMERG SNRMERG2

SNR Levels 

(dB)

{아,{5}, 

(10JJ15}, 

{2아,{3 어

{0,5}, 

{10,15}, 

{20,25},(30}

{0,5},{5,仲}, 

{10,15}, 

{15,20}, 

{2。,25},{25,3아.

{30}

Number of 
reference H배Ms

7 4 7
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HMMs, However, we could not see further 

improvement with increasing N for 나比 SNRMERG2. 

This is because we can have similar effect as 

interpolating PDFs by using multiple SNR levels in 

training th연 reference HMMs, So, the res냐Its in 

Table 4 do not show remarkable increase in 

recognition rates as in Table 2 by increasing N. 

Although the difference in lowest WERs between the 

SNRMERG and SNRMERG2 is small, the SNRMERG2 

has a merit that it does not need the interpolation to 

obtain the lowest WER.

We compared the improved multiple-model based 

옪peech recognizer with the MTR method which is a 

very popular approach in noisy speech recognition 

and the comparison results are shown in Table 5.

In Table 5, SNRMERG (N=4) and SNRMERG2 

(N=l) showed lower WERs than the conventional 

multiple-model ba뜬ed speech recognizer but they 

were worse than the MTR. This is contrary to the 

previous research result where the multiple-model 

ba워企d recognizer outperformed the MTR when the 

FE was used as the basic front-end [4]. The noise 

reduction algorithm in the AFE may hav얀 diminished 

the relative merit of noise robustness of the 

multiple-model based speech recognizer.

To increase the recognition rates of the proposed 

multiple-model based reco잉nizer, we interpolated 

the PDF of the SNRMER2 (N=l) with that of the 

MTR to take the advantag은 of 한珀 MTR. Although the 

average recognition rate of the interpolated acoustic 

model still falls slightly 아of that of the MTR, it 

shows better recognition rates for Set A and C. The 

quite inf언rior results for Set B contributed to the 

overall performance degradation. As the Set B 

consists of noisy speech with unknown noise types, 

the recognition r젔tes of th온 inte叮)이at©d acoustic 

model may be further increased and outperform the 

MTR by applying model parameter compensation 

approaches for th은 multiple-model based speech 

recognizer, which is the topic of our further study.

IV. Conclusions
As compared to the conventional method where 

one single reference HMM is chosen as the acoustic 

model for recognition, we improved the performance 

of the multiple-model based speech recognizer by 

s이ectin흉 N most similar reference HMMs based on 

th쟌 KL distance between the SGM of the training 

noise 응ignal and the PDF of the noise in the testing 

noisy speech. We could also increase the recognition 

rates of the multiple-model based recognizer by 

using multiple SNR levels for training each of the 

reference HMM. To further improve the perfor

mance of the multiple-model b젆sed recognizer, the 

PDFs of the reference HMMs are interpolated with 

that of the MTR. The interpolated acoustic model 

p뗜rform안d b얀tter than MTR for the Set A and Set C 

in the Auror허 2 database. We think that the 

performance of the multiple-model based recognizer 

could be further improved by applying model 

parameter compensation approaches.

Table 4. Performance comparison of the SNRMERG and 

SNRMER2 method (WER (%)),

N 醐A 詞B set C
Average 

(95% confictence interval)

SNR准 RG

1 9.01 13.12 9.75 10.80 (±0.150)

2 8.60 13.04 9.02 10.46 (±0.148)

4 8.94 13.01 8.49 10.48 (±0.148)

6 9.17 13.07 8.49 10.59 (±0.149)

SNRMERG2

1 8.80 1272 9.66 10.54 (±0.149)

2 8.63 13.02 9.38 10.54 (±0.149)

4 8.70 13.17 9.10 10.57 (±0.149)

6 8.93 13.28 8.66 10.62 (土 0.149)

Table 5. Performance comparison of the multiple-model based 

speech recognizer with the MTR method (WER (%)).

set A 瞼t B set C
Average 

(95% confideixe interval)

Conventional 

Method
9.28 13.24 9.95 11.00 (±0.151)

SNRMERG (N=2) 8.94 !30 8.49 10.48 (土 0.148)

SNRMERG2 (N=1) 8.80 12,72 9.66 10.54 (+0.149)

MTR 8.51 8.94 9.83 8.95 (±0.138)

SNRMERG2 

(N 머)+M1R
8.21 10.66 8.46 9.24 (±0.140)
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